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Science in the making, Series 1, 1931 

17 February 1931, Lancelot Hogben, ‘What is Science?’ 

24 February 1931, John R. Baker, ‘When Does the Blackbird Lay Eggs?’ 

3 March 1931, Ivan D. Margary, ‘Phenology: Nature Study and the Weather’ 

10 March 1931, A. D. Middleton, ‘Census Returns for Animals’ 

17 March 1931, John Shaxby, ‘When Does a Sound become Noise?’ 

24 March 1931, Charles G. Seligman, ‘What Do You Dream About?’ 

 



John R. Baker, Blackbirds 





John Baker, broadcast on 8 April 1932.  
 In The Listener, 13 April 1932  



Academic publication: Proceedings of the Zoological Society of 
London, vol. 102, part 3, 1932 





3 March 1931, Ivan D. Margary,  
‘Phenology: Nature Study and the Weather’ 
 



From BBC Handbook, 1932, p. 171 



10 March 1931, A. D. Middleton,  
‘Census Returns for Animals’  







17 March 1931, John Shaxby,  
‘When Does a Sound become Noise?’ 



Possible interpretation of John Shaxby’s experiment 



John Shaxby 



24 March 1931, Charles G. Seligman, 
‘What do You Dream About?’ 





Seligman’s ‘type’ dreams 
 
Tooth loss – loss of a near and dear friend or relative 
 
Raw meat – misfortune 
 
Flying – good fortune  

 
 
 





Mary Adams 

‘[Mary Adams] raised high the level of broadcast 

science talks, through her contacts with scientists 

at the universities, and her ability to pick out the 

latest scientific developments and have them 

presented in a lively and informative way. … when 

she was transferred to Television [1936], the light 

she had lit in the Talks Department grew dim 

again.’ (Lambert, 1940: 75) 

Jones, Allan, (2012) 'Mary Adams and the producer’s role in early BBC 
science broadcasts' Public Understanding of Science, Volume 21, Issue 8, 
November, pp. 968 - 983. 



Series 2 and The Changing World 

For some time past a sense of crisis has been abroad, which has 

led many to wonder what can be the outcome of our present 

troubles. This perplexity goes to the very roots of life, and 

affects us, not only in the economic and social sphere, but is all-

pervasive, setting its seal on art and upon literature, and upon 

all expressions of the human spirit. It is quite plain that 

everyone is concerned about the future, and is searching 

anxiously, at once for new knowledge and a proper 

understanding of their present state, and for, the means of the 

solution of their difficulties.  





In [The Changing World], an attempt is, therefore, made to face up 

squarely to the present situation, and to provide a survey of the many 

changes in outward circumstance, and in the evolution of thought and 

of values, which have brought into being the world as it is to-day.  



Beveridge Family Form questions 

Town where family lives, or County, if not in a Town.  
Occupation of Husband.  
Whether Wage-Earner, Salaried, Employer, or on Own Account.  
Income Classification. Write 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, according as the total yearly 
family income is :  
1 £150 or less 
2 above £150 up to £300 
3 above £300 up to £500  
4 above £500 up to £800 
5 above £800 



Beveridge Family Form questions 

HUSBAND AND WIFE  
Year and month of marriage and of births of husband and wife.  
Country of birth of husband and wife.  
Full-Time Education:  
1. Age of completing. 2. Place of completing. 3. Did it involve living away 
from home?  
Details of Scholarships or Free Places won. If won but not taken up, say 
so.  
Age of leaving parents' home.  
Is this the first marriage of both husband and wife? If either was married 
before, fill up section C.  
State whether or not husband and wife were cousins or otherwise 
related.  
If either partner is dead, say which and give month and year of death.  
If partners have separated, say how and give month and year of 
separation.  
 



Beveridge Family Form questions 

OCCUPATIONS AND EARNINGS  
HUSBAND  
Occupation. (See Note 5.}  
Whether Wage-Earner, Salaried, Employer, or on Own Account.  
Earnings in a· normal week.  
Reasons for choosing this occupation.  
His First job.   
Age at which got. How long kept. Nature of job.  
How got? (Whether through father, through mother, through other 
relation, through friends, through school, through Labour Exchange, by 
advertisement, by seeing notice in street, in some other way.}  
  
WIFE 
1. Before Marriage:  
Paid Occupation (if none, say "None"). (See Note 5-)  
Whether full-time or part-time job.  
The remaining questions are the same as for the husband.  
 



Beveridge Family Form questions 

MEETING OF PARTNERS  
 
State if husband and wife met at the home of husband's parents; at the 
home of wife's parents; at the house of friends; in a place of 
entertainment; at a school or university; on a holiday; in religious, 
political, or philanthropic activities; in some other way (name it).  
 
If similar information can be given for the parents of the husband and 
wife or for their married children, this should be done.  
 



‘Nearly all the London papers were either critical or contemptuous of the 

scheme; the provincial Press, as it is called, was more divided and gave in 

some cases strong and reasoned support, while the London papers gave 

publicity by opposition. (p.11) 

 

‘The 8,000 family returns already received, covering 20,000 families and 

200,000 persons, represent a large mass of facts of absorbing interest; they 

are a record of family life, among all sorts and conditions of men, in this 

generation and the last, which it may take years of study to exhaust 

completely. (p. 13) 

 

Beveridge, Changes in Family Life, 



Preliminary survey findings, based on 500 returns: 
 
Birth rate had declined relative to that of previous 
generations, 
 
Men tended to go into their fathers’ trade, and more 
so than women, 
 
Women occupied a narrower range of professions 
than men but wider than that of previous generations 
of women, 
 
Family ties were becoming looser but were still 
significant.  
 
Listener,  13 April 1932, pp. 546–7 



 
How generalizable were the results?  
 
Beveridge says,  
 
‘Nearly all the forms I have read, whether coming from husbands or wives, 
confirm [that] economic dependence of the wife in marriage to-day is hardly 
ever mentioned as a grievance or a difficulty.’ (Changes in Family Life, p. 134.)  
 
There are no questions about grievances, what can be concluded about 
absence of causes of grievance? 
 
 How representative of the general population? 
 
 
 



Multiple reporting: 
 

The questionnaire asked respondents not just about their immediate family, 

but also about brothers and sisters. Thus, if all members of one generation 

of a large family completed the form, there would be multiple responses 

referring to the same set of people. This would distort quantitative 

conclusions one might draw. 



Lack of novel findings 
 
The preliminary survey showed that: 
 
•the birth rate had declined relative to that of previous generations, 
  
•men tended to go into their fathers’ trade, and more so than women,  
 

•women occupied a narrower range of professions than men but wider than 
previous generations of women  
 

•family ties were becoming looser but were still significant.  
 
None of this was unknown before the questionnaire, and in the broadcasts that 
accompanied the issuing of the questionnaire Beveridge had described just 
such social trends as these.  
 
 
 
 



The Listener,  2 October 1935, p. 561 



Mary Adams’s view: 
 

The experiments we have tried in securing the co-operation of listeners 

in making appropriate observations have been, I think, fairly successful.  

Science in the Making was one series of that kind & in 2 contributions at 

any rate, results of real value were got (John Baker on Blackbirds & 

Shaxby on sound reception).   Beveridge's Family Forum was an attempt 

to get information on social matters for objective analysis.  This 

questionnaire method involves trouble & expense, but occasionally it is 

well worth it.  

These talks are of value because they show methodology. 

 


